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MonSFFA CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Except where noted, all MonSFFA meetings are held
Sundays at 1:00 PM to 5:00 PM 

at the Days Inn, St-François Room,

1005 Guy Street, corner René Lévesque.

Programming is subject to change.

May 15, 2005

10:30 AM Video Shoot for Timeline, the first of our 2005 video-film projects

1:00 PM Why Are We Reading Less, Watching More?
Keith Braithwaite, Gord Morrow, Cathy Palmer-Lister

&
after the panel, even more video shooting!

June 19, 2005

Completion of Timeline video shoot
We need to have the video ready for Toronto Trek!

All hands to battle stations!  

July 24, 2005

MonSFFA Summer Barbecue, Parc Angrignon
(May be rescheduled to July 31)

August 21, 2005
You want to hold a World Con in Montreal?

Hosted by the bid organizers of Anticipation – Montreal 2009 WorldCon Bid 

Two Wacky Pin Guys Contest of Evil
Hosted by Bernard Reischl and Mark Burakoff

Wonderful World of Fan Films
Guest Speaker: Marc Shainblum

September 18, 2005

Classic B Movies in Science Fiction
Presented by Keith Braithwaite

MonSFFA Fund Raising Auction
A science fiction and fantasy collectibles auction to benefit MonSFFA

The Real Fine Print: WARP is published quarterly by the Montreal Science Fiction and
Fantasy Association (MonSFFA), a non-profit organization of fans interested in sharing their
love of science fiction and fantasy.  The opinions expressed in WARP are those of the
individual writers and do not necessarily reflect those of MonSFFA or the editor.  To reprint
any article, please contact the writer, or ask the editor to pass on your request.  The use of
copyrighted material is generally discouraged, but it’s  hard to talk about Star Wars without
stepping on toes;  our apologies to the copyright holders, no serious infringement is intended. 
This is an amateur production, your tolerance is appreciated by your fans.
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You’ve Got Mail!

February 26, 2005
 Dear MonSFFen:

It’s taken a while, but here’s a loc on
Warp 59. I’ve complained in the past of
lack of employment…well, at this
moment, I have two jobs, one full-time
temporary in the daytime with Tourism
Toronto, and one part-time permanent
in the evening with the Globe and Mail.
My weekends are even more precious
now!

I hope you’re all coming to Ad Astra
2005! Check out our website at
www.ad-astra.org. We’re having a
comics con on the Saturday, and we’ve
been able to confirm that Cerebus
creator Dave Sim will be with us for a
couple of hours then. Check out all the
info at the website. Yvonne will be in
charge of space and science
programming, and I’ll be manning our
dealer’s table. 

I’d like nothing better than to do a
new convention list for you and Don
Bassie, but there’s just no time! I either
have to manage my time better or ask
people to be more patient. Also, for
those who asked, Sectarian Wave is
long done, and is now in extensive
post-production. Should be quite
interesting when it’s done, and I’ll let
you all know when it’s ready to ship.

The “Trekorating” article reminds
me of something I’ve noticed
lately…lots of fans, even hard-core
collectors, are dumping their
collections. Gotta store them, gotta
dust them, they take up space…I
wonder how much stuff is on eBay
these days.

 I would urge all to participate in
nominating and voting for the Aurora
Awards. The numbers of those who do
nominate and vote are declining, and
the awards need our support if they are
to mean anything to Canadian fandom
and prodom. Let’s scatter those pointy
trophies all across the country.

 Glad to see Gord Rose get more
involved with masquerades. What he
did for Con*Cept, he’s doing for Ad
Astra. He only retired from hosting the
events, and now, he’s running them.
I’ve been able to make a few newer
fans sit up and take notice when they
find out that I was Gord’s predecessor
when it came to hosting the Ad Astra
masquerades.

 Let’s see an article from Rene
Walling on the Montreal in 2009
Worldcon bid. I’m sure Rene learned a
lot from Torcon on what NOT to do.

 A quick loc, but what can you do?
It’s been a busy week, and now, a
hectic weekend. Take care all, and see
you next issue.

                     Yours, 

Lloyd Penney

Hi, Lloyd!

Warp is late, (what else is new?!)
and a lot has happened since you
wrote.  

I received your convention listing,
and have included it in this issue. 
Thanks for somehow finding the time
to do this, it is so appreciated!

Ad Astra was wonderful!  I quite
enjoyed all the panellists, and Yvonne
is to be congratulated for the
magnificent job she did for the science
panelling. I was told next year’s Ad
Astra will be quite a special
anniversary celebration, and I look
forward to it.

MonSFFA has invited the

Anticipation bid committee to host a
panel discussion at our August
meeting.  Many of us missed the panel
at Con*Cept because we were at the
breakfast with the guests.  

-Cathy

TRADE ‘ZINES RECEIVED

Trade ‘Zines are available for
your reading pleasure at all

MonsFFA meetings!  

BCSFA Zine January 2005
Editor: Garth Spencer

Editorial on the Aurora nominations
includes an interesting book list. 
Transformer fans will want to read
“The Botcon Saga.”

Can be downloaded from their
website:  http://bcsfa.bcgreen.com

Challenger 21 Winter 2004-5
Editor:  Guy H. Lillian III

Guy hasn’t given up on his goal of
reviewing every English language
fanzine in existence, but he is growing
concerned over postage costs.  You
will have to read this one on the
Internet:

http://www.challzine.net

Ethel the Aardvark #116, Jan/Feb
Editor: Sue Ann Barber

An interesting and well-written
article, “The Science fiction and
Fantasy Crossover: Works of Genius or
Trash Culture?” by Damian Christie.

http://home.vicnet.net.au/~msfc/

In Spero Ad Astra Winter 2005
Editors: Barry Yoner & Shelley Ann
Jensen

Recipes, Trek filking, reviews, and
45 Things which Never Happen in Star
Trek!

Vortex SF
Editor: Marc Nadeau

News of SF & F movie & television
shows, science & technology.

http://host63.ipowerweb.com/~clu
bdesm/vortex/index.htm
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Beyond the Stargate

Thor: Hammer of the Gods
by Barbara Silverman

 Thor was the eldest son of Odin, however his mother
was not Odin's wife Frigg, but Odin's mistress, a giantess
called Jord which in Old Norse meant earth. He was the
best loved of the gods, travelling through the cosmos
fighting giants and trolls. Thor was not only the champion
of the gods but also of the common people. 

     His name came from the Germanic term for thunder
and his main weapon was a short handled hammer known
as Mjolnir,  which he used to smashed the skulls of his
foes. It was believed that he travelled in a chariot drawn by
two goats named Tanngnjost and Tanngrisnnir and that the
thunder was the sound of this chariot. Due to his
association with thunder, the Romans equated their Jupiter
with the Germanic Thor. Dies Jovis (Jove's day) became
Thor's day thus leading to the word Thursday. 

Odin was favoured by nobles and kings, Thor by
farmers and their families, which comprised the majority
of the populace. Represented as honest and
straightforward, he was widely worshipped, especially
toward the end of the pagan period. The farming class
looked to him to bring rain, ensuring good crops, and
warriors trusted him. He was a reassuring supernatural
presence against both divine and human threats. 

His popularity left behind place names
such as Thorshofn in Iceland and
Thorsness in Norway and personal
names such as Thorsten, Thorolf and
Thorbjorn. His was popular everywhere
though there were slight variations of
his name. In Saxon and Jutish areas of
England he was know as Thunor, while to Saxons on
the mainland he was Thunaer. Vikings conquering
Normandy looked to Thor for help and the Varangians
settling Russia also called upon the mighty god.   

His hammer, Mjollnir, contained magical powers of
destruction, fertility and resurrection. It was the only
weapon feared by the frost giants. Forged by dwarfs, it was
said to have never failed Thor and would return to him like
a boomerang. The image of the hammer became a common
talisman, frequently carved on runic stones and funerary
stelae. Memorial stones from the 9th and 10th Century in
Denmark and Sweden carry inscriptions such as "May Thor
hallow these runes" or "May Thor hallow this memorial".
Some stones just appeal for Thor's protection with a carved
image of the hammer. 

Amulets, usually constructed of silver or base metal in
the form of the hammer, have been found in many graves,
some as small as 2 cm. Many containing small loops, were
probably worn as pendants. Besides Mjollnir, Thor had two

other material possessions. One was a magical belt which
doubled his strength and a pair of iron gloves, necessary
for wielding the mighty hammer.

By the close of the Viking era, which was a century of
so before Scandinavia converted to Christianity, Thor had
become greater than Odin. At the Uppsala temple, his
statue is the most dominate and was placed between that of
Odin and Freyr. The chief defender of both the gods and
humans against the evil forces of giants and chaos, Thor is
depicted, not as being small and gray as in Stargate, but as
a middle-aged man with enormous strength. He had a huge
red beard, with thick brows over red glowering eyes. Foe

to harmful giants, benevolent toward mankind.
Where Odin was considered to be complex

and crafty, Thor was straight forward and
physical.

While he was considered to be the
enemy of giants, he did not consider all
giants as bad. Two of his sons Modi and

Magni had the giantess Jarnsaxa as their
mother. Legends give him other children,

one of which was his handsome stepson Ull, the
god of snowshoes, hunting and the bow.

There are countless stories about Thor. One
involves the dwarf Alvis (all wise).
Alvis in return for forging weapons
for the gods, had been promised the
hand of Thor's daughter Thrud.
Thor, who originally had no
knowledge of this arrangement, was

extremely displeased. When Alvis
ventured to Asgard to claim his

reward, Thor knowing that dwarfs turn to stone in sunlight,
and claiming that he wanted proof of Alvis's great
knowledge, began to question the dwarf.  Alvis, desperate
to prove himself, answered question after question, paying
no heed to the passing hours. Only when the sun's rays
peeked over the horizon, and he began to turn to stone, did
Alvis realize, too late, that he had been tricked.

Then there is the legend of Thor and the giant Thrym
who managed to steal Mjollnir. In return for the hammer,
Thrym demanded Freyja in marriage. The goddess,
displaying her mighty temper refused to go, leaving Thor
the difficult task of recovering the weapon himself.  Loki
devised a brilliant plan and convinced Thor to masquerade
as goddess. Thor seeing he had no other choice, agreed. So
dressed as a bride, Thor and Loki set out to the land of the
giants.

Thrym was overjoyed to see his new bride and
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Thor: Stargate SG-1, 21st

century. Thor: Viking carving,
9  century.th

immediately ordered a huge wedding feast. During the
celebration his bride's
great appetite amazed
Thrym. Loki reassure
him that Freyja's
longing to arrive as
quick as possible, had
prevented her from
eating for several days.
Thrym accepted the
explanation.

Desiring to see his
bride, the giant looking
through the veil, was
shocked to see two huge
red, glowing eyes
staring back at him.
Once again Loki
r e a s s u r e d  h i m ,
explaining that due to
Freyja's haste, she had not slept for several nights. Once
again Thrym accepted the explanation. 

Finally Mjollnir was brought out of its hiding place. In
order to consecrate the marriage, Thrym handed his new

bride the hammer. The minute Thor's
hands touched the weapon, he threw
off the disguise and proceeded to
dispose of not only Thrym but all of
the other giants. Once agin in
procession of his beloved Mjollnir,
Thor and Loki returned to Asgard,
there to continue his adventures in the
hearts and minds of the Norse peoples.
Sources:

Classical Mythology,Arthur Cotterell, Lorenz
Books Anness Publishing Inc., 1996, 2000

Sagas Of The Norsemen: Viking and German
Myth, Time-Life books, Duncan Baird Publishers,
1997

*The New Encyclopaedia Britannica: V1, page
620 'Asgard'; V11, page 424 'Svadilfari'; V8, page
874 'Odin'

V4, page 363 'Edda';  V5, page 215 'Germanic
religion and mythology';  V18, page 773
'Eschatology and death customs';  V18, page 770

'Thor';  V6, page 614 'Jord';  V8, page 205 'Mjolloir';  V11, page 723 'Thor'; 
V12, page 14 'Ull';  V12, page 841 'Yggdrasill'

SFF Sightings!

Kitty Meets Godzilla!
Submitted by Ann Methe & Jean-
Pierre Normand.

Dragon Painted on Fire Hydrant, & Full-Size
Mannequins of Wizard & Witch.
Submitted by Cathy Palmer-Lister.
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Outside and Inside covers of Queen’s News of the
World album, 1977.

As 2005 began, the world of arts and letters lost two of its luminaries. In the early morning of Sunday,
January 2, esteemed science fiction illustrator Frank Kelly Freas passed away peacefully in his sleep at his Los
Angeles-area home. He was 82. The following day, legendary comic book writer and artist Will Eisner
succumbed to complications from heart bypass surgery in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, at age 87.

EULOGIES FOR FRANK KELLY FREAS AND WILL EISNER
by Keith Braithwaite

The prolific Frank Kelly Freas’ career spanned more
than 50 years. His art has adorned everything from the noses
of World War II bombers to the sleeve of rock band
Queen’s 1977 News of the World album, in which he
reworked his iconic Astounding Science Fiction cover
painting of a soulful giant robot. His painting of a werewolf
can be seen in the 2003 film Harry Potter and the Prisoner
of Azkaban. He worked in advertising, industrial and

biomedical illustration, and completed 500 portraits for The
Franciscan Book of Saints. He produced over 30 covers for
MAD Magazine in the late 1950s-early ’60s, as well as
inside and back covers, and numerous interior illustrations.
An official NASA mission artist, his space posters hang in
the Smithsonian, and he was commissioned by the Skylab 1
crew to design their shoulder patch.

But it is as the “Dean of Science Fiction Artists” that he
is best known, beloved by SF fans around the world. His
body of work is unparalleled in popularity and has earned
him an impressive 20 nominations and 11 Professional

Artist Hugos, among other awards.

Born in upstate New York in 1922, raised in Canada,
Kelly Freas schooled at the Art Institute of Pittsburgh after
a stint in the USAAF during World War II. He began his
career in SF illustration with
the sale of a cover piece to
Weird Tales in 1950. Possessed
of an exceptional design sense
and impeccable draftsmanship,
his dramatically colourful
palette,  texturing, and
juxtaposition of light and
shadow were striking. He was
wonderfully adept at projecting
character and his accomplished
rendering of individuals
typifies his art, as often does a
casual whimsy, evident in such works as the Astounding
cover he painted for Frederic Brown’s Martians, Go Home.

A master of many techniques,
Kelly Freas was as comfortable in
black and white as in colour, at
ease with brush, pen, or even the
demands of scratchboard. His
superlatively drawn pictures of
galactic adventurers and
sensuous space sirens captured
like few others the vivacity of
pulp science fiction and along

with contemporary Ed Emshwiller,
he is credited with redefining SF art
during the ’50s. He has provided
illustrations for some of science

fiction’s greatest authors, including
Isaac Asimov, Arthur C. Clarke,

Robert A. Heinlein, A.E. Van Vogt,
Poul Anderson, and Frederik Pohl.

In 2003, Kelly Freas sustained
injuries from a fall, requiring bed rest,
and reluctantly had to cancel his

scheduled attendance as Artist Guest of
Honour at Torcon III, the 61st WorldCon, in Toronto. He
continued to work until shortly before his death this year.
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Will Eisner’s friend and authorized biographer, Bob
Andelman, describes the celebrated comics writer and artist
as an Oz-like “wizard behind the curtain,” adding that in
Eisner’s case, however, “the magic was real.” The man for
whom the comics industry’s prestigious Eisner Award is
named inspired a generation of comics talent and helped
move the genre beyond “the funny pages” and adolescent
superhero adventures.

Born in New York in 1917, Will Eisner grew up in the
city’s tenements, a setting that would infuse much of his
graphic novel work. Soon after his first comic saw print in
1936, Eisner and his friend Jerry Iger opened a studio that,
factory-like, turned out comic strips of all types during the

mid- to late-’30s. Iger
tended to the business
side of the operation,
Eisner to the creative. He
recruited a staff of young
artists destined to future
acclaim, among them
Lou Fine, Bob Kane, and
Jack Kirby. Fine drew
The Flame, The Ray, and
the exquisitely rendered
B l a c k  C o n d o r ,
m a g a z i n e - s t a n d
competitors of Siegel and
Shuster’s Superman.
Kane, a high school
classmate of Eisner’s,

would go on to create Batman, and Kirby would become a
star at Marvel (originally Timely Publications), co-creating
Captain America and one of the most popular series in
comics history, The Fantastic Four.

In 1939, Eisner dissolved his partnership with Iger in
favour of joining the Quality Comics Group to produce a
newspaper supplement that would introduce what is today
his most renowned character, The Spirit. As a syndicated
Sunday-paper insert, The Spirit weekly reached an audience
of as many as 5 million readers. The adventures of Central
City’s masked detective quickly became the most popular of
the three full-colour features Eisner developed for Quality’s
Comic Book Section, soon renamed The Spirit Section.

Eisner was both writer and artist on The Spirit—unusual
in the comics industry, even today—and the strip was
distinguished by his innovative use of atmospheric lighting,
cinematic composition, and creative storytelling techniques.
He defied standard practice by changing the identifying
masthead with every issue.

Wartime military service suspended Eisner’s work on
The Spirit until his return in 1945 to a strip lessened by
other hands during his absence. Revitalizing his creation

with a retelling of the character’s origins, and now assisted
by artists such as Jules Feiffer and, later, Wally
Wood—two more august comics names connected to the
Eisner legacy—he continued to produce weekly episodes
of The Spirit until he folded the strip in 1952. Never
content to remain within the confines of the detective
genre, Eisner took the opportunity The Spirit afforded him
to explore a wide variety of fresh stories, from simple tales
of ordinary folk to fantastical yarns bordering on science
fiction.

The Spirit was a fun read aimed at an adult audience
while remaining accessible to
comics’ younger patrons. As
testament to their timeless
quality, the Spirit stories have
been reprinted in various
collections ever since.

In the mid-1960s, Eisner
was persuaded to add a
modicum of new material to
the Spirit oeuvre but was not
terribly motivated to return to
what he regarded as the heroic
fantasies of his youth. The ’70s
saw such prime comic book

talent as Alan Moore, Dave Gibbons, and Neil Gaiman
produce new Spirit stories while Eisner chose to elevate
comics to a more mature level.

Invoking the Depression-era New York of his roots, he
began work on a series of slice-of-life morality tales which
were published in 1978 as A Contract With God. This book
of linked graphic stories gave us the term “graphic novel”
and is often cited as having popularized the form, paving
the way for the likes of Art Spiegelman’s Maus, Frank
Miller’s The Dark Knight Returns, and Moore and
Gibbons’ Watchmen. Subsequent Eisner graphic novels,
ranging in subject matter from semi-autobiographical to SF
parable, helped cement
the comic book as,
genuinely, an art form.

In later life, Eisner
taught cartooning at
New York’s School of
Visual  Arts  and
authored two definitive
textbooks on the comics
craft, Comics and
Sequential Art and
Graphic Storytelling.
His influence on the
m e t i e r  w a s
monumental.
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STAN LEE
by Josée Bellemare

Recently, the US District Court ruled
in Stan Lee’s favour forcing Marvel
Comics to honour their contract, giving
him 10% of proceeds from Marvel
franchises.

If you consider the percentage, 10% isn’t
much: 10 cents off every dollar, but when you
remember that Xmen and Spiderman movies
made hundreds of millions each, 10% turns
into quite a big payout.

Marvel plans to appeal.

Born Stanley Leiber in 1922, Stan Lee went to work for
Marvel, then Timely Comics, at the age of 16.  His cousin
was the wife of Martin Goodman, the owner.

During WWII he joined the army where he wrote
training films and manuals.  He is one of only a handful of
men with the army designation “playwright”.

He went back to Marvel, the name he came up with, and
in the 60s started creating a whole new stable of characters.

His approach was different: his characters were more
grounded in reality.  They had problems: adapting to their
new powers, their families, their day job.  He felt that the
readers would connect more with heroes that could,
occasionally, have bad days just like the rest of us.

Even the locations were real, as opposed to fictitious
places like Metropolis or
Gotham City.  Most of the
Marvel characters live in New
York:  Spiderman lives in
Queens, the Fantastic Four in
midtown and Doctor Strange on
Bleeker street.

In the 70s, all these new
characters and this new style of
comic book brought about the
“Marvel Age of Comics”.

In the 80s Stan Lee moved
to Los Angeles to head up

Marvel animation studios that gave us Saturday morning
cartoons such as “Hulk” and the “The Spiderfreinds”.

Over the decades Stan “The Man” Lee has held just
about every job you could think of at Marvel.  He was
editor at 20, he’s been art director, publisher, president and
now holds the title of chairman emeritus.

After his exclusive contract with Marvel ended Stan
Lee branched out in other projects such as his own website,

StanLee.net, and a limited collaboration
with DC Comics, retelling DC heroes in
his own style.

Many things have been said of Stan Lee

- that he is the greatest comic book
creator ever

- that the comic book world as we know
it would not exist if not for him

- that he has inspired countless other
artists over the years

- it’s even been said that Doctor Doom
was the inspiration for Darth Vader

With his place in Comic Book history guaranteed, why
then did Stan lee sue Marvel for his 10%?

The lawsuit was filed in November 2002 and a decision
rendered in January 2005.

While pleased with the outcome, Stan Lee is none the
less upset that he had to go to court to get justice.  As he
said himself when interviewed for 60 minutes II:

“I was really hurt…  We always had this
great relationship, the company and me. 
I felt I was part of it…  Don’t forget I’ve
written about superheroes all my life, and
they are the good guys and they always do
the right things, and I always though our
company was the good company and we
always did the right thing -- that we
always treated the artists and writers well
– and suddenly I felt I wasn’t being
treated well, and it really hurt.”

In all fairness, you have to remember that Stan Lee is
entitled to 10% of Marvel’s profits from the movies. 
While the movies themselves bring in hundreds of millions
of dollars, Marvel’s take is somewhat less.  Even so, the
bottom line payoff should be substantial.. 

What is he going to do with the money?  Lee doesn’t
know.  With a million dollar a year salary from Marvel he
was already living quite well.

One line comes to my mind, something Lee himself
created over 40 years ago:  “With great power comes great
responsibility”.

Maybe he could start scholarships in the creative arts. 
Who knows, that’s just my suggestion.
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Usually, It Came Out of the Box is dedicated to model reviews, but for this issue we have a guest who has built models
from scratch, so – fanfare, please–

They didn’t Come Out of a Box!
Étienne Cyr, L’imaginaire matérialisé

Depuis  toujours, la science-fiction me fascine et il y a maintenant cinq ans que je fabrique comme passe-temps toutes
sortes de personnages fantastique grandeur nature.

Pour réaliser mes projets, je sculpte du polystyrène recouvert do colle ou j’amasse toute sorte de rebuts en plastique et
métal destinés au départ au recyclage.  J’assemble ensuite ces morceaux au grés de mon imagination à l’aide de vis et
d’écrous de façon plus ou moins improvisé selon les divers objets qui me tombent sous la main.

Jusqu’à présent, j’ai fabriqué plus d’une vingtaine de pièces dont la moitié sont mes propres créations.  J’envisage
ouvrir un jour un musée et mon rêve est de pouvoir vivre de mon passe-temps.  Donc, avis aux intéressés(es) qui souhaitent
se procurer par exemple un buste d’extraterrestre, dragon, robot, ou tout autre créature, vous n’avez qu’à me contacter à
mon adresse e-mail. <etienne_cyr@hotmail.com>

On dit souvent qu’en présence de mes personnages, on a l’impression qui’ils peuvent s’articuler.  J’ai parfois moi-
même des frissons à l’idée que dans un avenir proche, des machine
semblables mais bel et bien animées, feront probablement partie de notre
quotidiens.  C’est un peu pour cette raison que j’aime  tant réaliser ces
“mannequins” à l’échelle  réelle car d’une certaine façon, avec peu de
moyens et beaucoup d’imagination, je parviens à faire voir aux gens un
bref aperçu de ce que pourrait être le futur.

Chien robot policier, Modèle imaginaire
Hauterur: 2 ½ pieds, Longueur: 4 pieds
Poids: 34 livres, Heures de travail: 42
Matériaux: 8 plats, 7 robinets, 8 bigoudis,
ruban, réservoir d’essence, scie méchanique,
cruchedejus, pièces de motok, poignée de
réfrgérateur, etc.

Droïde de combat, 
Star Wars épisode 1
Hauteur, 6' 5" 
Poids: 30 livres
Heures de travail: env.800
Démontable en 7 morceaux
Matériaux: polystryrène,
 bois, carton, feuille de tentest,
couvercles de pot de gel à
cheveux, plats à dessert,  bobines
de fils, pistolet jouet 
modifié, etc.
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Alien du film, Alien

Hauteur: 6' 9", Poids: 50 livres

Heures de travail: 160

Démontable en 5 morceaux

Matériaux: polystyène,

 argile, papiers journaux,

 gaines de recouvrement pour
fils électriques, tuyaux de filtre à 

piscine, colle à bois, etc.

Moto de Kaneda dans le film “Akira”
Longuer: 9' 4", Hauteur: 46"
Heurs de travail: 200
Matériaux: Bois, feuile de tentest, stratifié, bois
à salade, polystyrène, plats en plastique, lampe,
cruche, touches d’ordinateur, poignées de vélo,
polycarbonate, etc.

Face Hugger du film, Alien.
Longuer: 3 pieds
Poids: 3 livres
Heures de travail: 20
Matériaux: Broche, colle chaude,
argile, papier joural, polystyrène, 
colle àbois, et peinture.

Sangsue

Robot Inventé
Hauteur: 6'
Poids: 60 livres
Heures de travail: 100
Matériaux: Bottes de ski, coupe en
plastique, plats, bouchons de
déodorant, ciment, contenants, de jus
de tomates, essuie-glace, porte-
ustensiles, support é shompoing,
casque de vélo, porte-poussière,
rouleaux se carton, etc.

Dragons
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Reviews: MonSFFen Speaking their minds!

Medieval Fair September 2004
Reviewed by Josée Bellemare

On Sunday September 5th, the Montreal Hippodrome
was once again host to a medieval fair.  The usual
attractions were there:  archery, musicians and sword
fighting demonstrations with lessons for the little ones.

There were many people in costumes:  various nobles,
knights, peasants, even Robin Hood made an appearance. 
Also present were people demonstrating medieval skills: 
candle making, calligraphy, even cooking.

The weather was pleasant enough:  the sky got cloudy
for a while but the afternoon stayed dry.  Overall, the event
was a success.

The sad thing is, while the Salon de la Passion
Médiévale, held in spring, gets bigger every year, the
medieval fair in late summer gets smaller every year.  

Hopefully this free outdoor event will survive.
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Worldcon 2004, Noreascon 4
Reviewed by Sylvain St-Pierre

All pictures by Sylvain St-Pierre unless specified otherwise.

The closeness of Boston to Montreal weighted heavily in the balance
when I made my decision to attend.  This city is about the same distance
from us as Toronto, and the flight time equally short.  Providing, that is,
that you are willing to endure the incredibly tedious border check.  Ten
years ago, this level of security and the technology used would have
sounded quite science fictionish...

Not that I am knocking down technology.  This review was written on a
daily basis during the event; with the help of a Palm Pilot, using a foldable
keyboard, and illustrated with pictures taken by a very small digital still camera or freeze-framed from video recorded
with a hand-held device that outperforms early television studios! 

Everywhere at the convention, people could be seen casually using their book-sized laptop, many of them sending e-
mail through wireless connection.  Even my hotel room came equipped with such a keyboard, allowing me to surf the
Web on the TV set if I wanted.

I purposely arrived a day early to visit the town, and found it quite enjoyable. 
While it does have some similarities with Montreal, Boston is sufficiently different to
be exotic.  It is an old city with a rich history, quite clean and with a rather relaxed
atmosphere. 

Much was expected from a
local Lord of Ring exhibition,
but one fannish comment that
made it to the con newsletter
stated that it was a bit boring.  It
seems that the items displayed
were all very nice, but that the
labels were somewhat bland,
offering little information.  Also
available were a number of
Ghostly walking tours and visits
to nearby bewitching Salem.  

The Lens Family: Noreascon Four’s Mascot
Logo, art by Bill Neville.

A computer age fan.Portable office set up in my hotel room.

The Christian Science Complex
Flyers for various Bostonian activities
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The weather was superb for the full duration of my stay, and that is always a welcome bonus for anyone but a storm
chaser.  Our worries that the edges of hurricane Frances might dump a lot
of water on us proved unfounded, but anything short of a meteor strike
would have hardly bothered the running of this Worldcon.  The vast
complex housing the event included, in addition to the actual venue, three
hotels, two luxury shopping galleries, dozens of restaurants, a multiplex
cinema and at least one very large bookstore.  It seems that the real world
is catching up with those SF writers who were predicting that we would
end up living in enclosed cities! 

As far as the layout was concerned, the Hynes Convention Center
required just a bit of getting used to,
but proved manageable.  Being built
on a rather large scale, the walking
distances were a little daunting at
times for the less athletic fans, at least
those who did not rent one of the
stylish red electrical scooters kept on
hand for the disabled. Still, the size of
the place proved suitable for the
number of attendees:  the corridors
were neither crowded nor gloomingly
empty.  The warehouse-style
sparseness of some of the exhibition rooms did look strange compared to
the marble-lined corridors, though.  

Registration proved to be a breeze.  The
place – with several desks - was easy to find. It
opened early on Wednesday, was manned by
competent people and there was no crowding at
any time. There even was a special presentation
of the movie The Lost Skeleton of Cadavra for
early comers, which shows a lot of
thoughtfulness on the part of the organizers.

The Opening Ceremony did start a little late,
but this was blamed on the Big Dig, which is a

mega road project that Bostonians have had to live with for over ten years
now.  The set of an unfinished road on stage stressed that point quite

nicely.  Other local icons, like Boston's role in the American War of
Independence, were also worked into the program and we were
treated to a classic Revolutionary band procession. 

The Fan Concourse was perhaps not the largest I have seen, but
the exhibits were still of great interest and gave a comprehensive
overview of our various quirks.  The Goddard Rocket mock-up drew
many stares, as few people recognized it for what it was.  So were
the First Fandom and E.E. Doc Smith displays.  Such things are now
too far into the past for the younger crowd, which is why it is
important that a record of those heroic times be kept in trust for
future generations. Examples of somewhat more modern space
vehicles were also displayed by the NASA, which had an actual
official booth on site. 

Inside the Prudential Centre shopping
Galleries

Scooter for rent

Hynes Center Hallway

Con Registration

The passing of the gavel from Torcon 3 to
Noreascon 4.
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Goddard rocket mock-up The NASA booth

Terry Pratchett display, model of part of the Unseen
University

The Mended Drum Troll bouncer in front of the Mended Drum

Of particular note was a section devoted to fan-made Terry Pratchett stuff, including several exquisite miniature
buildings.  Some people have a lot of talent and obviously plenty of time to spare.

The centerpiece of the Fan Concourse was also inspired by
Mister Pratchett:  the Mended Drum tavern/café/lounge looked
like something straight out of Ankh-Morpork, complete with troll
bouncer and rat-on-a-stick platters!  Built entirely of cardboard, it
should be counted as one of the great works in fannish ingenuity.

Rat-on-a-stick!      
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Tracking my steps through the Dealers’ Room would have been an easy task:  one would have only had to follow the
trail of drool.  Loads of good stuff, of every possible size, shape, genre and description.  Why, some of it was even
affordable!  (Although I must say that I am still not sure about what some of those things were…)

Dealers’ Room:  Loads of good stuff, of every possible size, shape, genre and description!

The Art Show was so large that it was said that a group of fans got lost
when their GPS receiver broke down…  I can vouch for the high quality of the
art displayed, for I did find my way out (I had left a trail of broccoli stalks,
knowing that they – unlike bread or cookie crumbs – would not be eaten by
fans).  Of special interest was the Retrospective section, showing pulp and
book cover art from yesteryears, some of it
actually older than I am.

I was somewhat disappointed by the Con
Suite.  The room itself was quite large and
pleasant, but the food very much on the
junk side in my opinion.  The Fan
Concourse caterer offered a somewhat
healthier fare for between five and ten
dollars a meal.  It was perhaps felt that with
so many restaurants in the vicinity that was
no need for more.  I did manage to eat quite
well, in a different place for every meal,
thanks in part to the excellent restaurant
guide provided by the con.  While there has been a lot improvement in this

regard over the years, I’m afraid that Americans still have an unfortunate tendency to favour quantity over quality in the
food department.  There were also iced tubs of free soft drinks available at key locations, and the collective blood sugar
level of attendees must have been quite high by the time the event ended.

As usual for a Worldcon, the list of panels was far too long to even think of summarizing it.  At peak hours,
somebody wanting to just glance at everything would have had to stay less than four minutes at any given offering!  I
did manage to grab a few presentations I absolutely wanted to see, but I had to resign myself to the thought that a lot of
interesting stuff was going on just outside of my seeing and hearing range.  So great was the number of panels that the
organisers did not publish the customary pocket schedule, as it would have been too thick to manage unless printed in
microscopic font.  I did not get to see enough to be able to judge of this by myself, but it seems that the schedule was
for the most part accurate.

Entrance to the art show

Tub of soft drinks in the Anime
lounge
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More than a few adults – myself included – were somewhat pissed that several of the more promising workshops
were off-limits to grown-ups not accompanying children.  The little ones really had it made at this con, and the special
activities devoted to them were both numerous and apparently very entertaining. 

The hall costumes were everywhere, but few of them were really wild.
Sadly, it seems that skin – green or otherwise - is getting out of style. 
There were, however, a great many little kids in costume – some of them
built on-site – so perhaps the next generation will do better.

Only kids were allowed at the first Night
bounce Castle - darn!

Frederic Pohl & Harry Harrison at the “Whatever
Happened to the Space Merchants?” panel

Young hall costumers – Aren’t they
cute?

One of the very few Sci-fi themed hall
costumes

  Costume display area

There is no age for costuming!
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The costume display area, showing past Worldcon masquerade winners, was good, but not all that large.  Hollywood
should send talent scouts to these events, for the craftsmanship on some of those vestments is really something to see. 
The Masquerade proper had a decent number of entries – nearly fifty – and some of the presentations were quite clever.  

An overwhelming number of them were themed after characters from various Discworld novels.  This should not be
too surprising, given that this series stages a large and colourful cast and that the author was the Guest of Honour, but it
did have an adverse effect on variety.  The lack of a list of participants – an item now standard at most such
masquerades – was also commented upon negatively by many spectators, but I fully approve the decision of letting
people in the room well in advance rather than letting everybody stand in line for hours.

Everybody knows about the Hugo, which is the genre recognition of
excellence awarded by fans.  But did you also know that it has been around
in permanent form only since 1955?  And that the Worldcon now features a
retro Hugo ceremony to honour those deserving authors and artists who did
not get their chance before that?  This year, books, art, movies and fannish
work published or released in 1953 were so judged.  While in some cases
the winners had passed away, a surprising number were still around to
enjoy their prize and it was a touching ceremony.  The choice was
especially hard to make for the movies, as the eligible works included The
Beast from 20,000 Fathoms, War of the Worlds and Duck Dodgers in the
24  ½ Century!  Truly a vintage year.th

Many Worldcons try
to introduce something
new.  For Noreascon, the First Night Fair proved to be quite a
success.  A rather dizzying affair, this event featured juggling and
card dealing lessons, sleigh of hand demonstrations and belly
dancers.

Because the Hynes Center had flexible opening hours and many
activities were hosted in the nearby Sheraton hotel, we were never at
a loss to find something to do, no matter how late in the night.  A
very civilized traffic control system regulated the use of elevators
during party hours and there was no mobbing at the entrances.  With
typical hotel logic, the rooms in the section devoted to parties
happened to be actually smaller than those of the non-party area! 
Go figure… 

The Death of Rats Time Travellers Archangel of the future

Duck Dodgers in the 24  ½ Century th

Belly Dancer at the First Night Fair
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While some parties had a
legitimate promotional purpose,
there were also quite a few held
under the flimsiest of excuses or
just plain honest hoaxes (these
are often the most fun).  My
favourite was the Geneva in
2008 Bid, which promises hot
and cold running chocolate, a
schedule that will run on time
and no torture…

The sites of the next two Worldcons were already chosen to be Glasgow
(Interaction 2005) and Los Angeles (L.A. Con 2006), respectively, but there
was still a lot of speculation about which of the two main 2007 bidders would
get the vote.  Yokohama, Japan, had the most solid base, and novelty on its side;
but it was feared that distance, cost and language considerations would shift the
balance in favour of newcomer Columbus, Ohio.  In the end, Nippon prevailed;
something I’m very of glad of, because I have been looking for years for an excuse to visit the Land of the Rising Sun! 
I now have nearly three years to save my money and learn how to say things like “How much for this life-size fire-
breathing robotic Godzilla action figure?” in Japanese. 

Another Worldcon bid that took everybody
by surprise – including its instigators – is that of
Montreal in 2009.  Apparently put forward on
the spur of the moment by René Walling,
Andrew Gurudata and John Mansfield, this
rather astonishing proposal will undoubtedly be
the source of much discussion in our fair city
and abroad.

The Geneva in 2008 Hoax Bid Party

Elevator queue to the party floors

Nippon 2007 staffer

Montreal in 2009 bid party

In the hall, René Walling
stickers badges - photo cpl

Nippon 2007 bid table
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Farscape Starburst Edition Season One Collection One 
Nicola Wood

Nicola, our guest reviewer, lives in  Alberta, holds a masters degree in Social Anthropology and works as a
Associate Researcher for an Archeological firm.. She is a volunteer for the city library,  the museum, the local college,

the local theatre group, and she loves to travel.   She is owned by three Border Collies.     – editor

ADV Films has recently begun re-releasing the series Farscape in new “Starburst
Editions.” If you have been waiting to pick up the series on DVD, now is the time to do
so.    Not only are the Starburst Editions being released in a more compact format, but
they are also expected to have many more extras than the originals.  ADV has
announced that there will ultimately be 12 volumes, each containing seven or eight
Farscape episodes. The resulting three volumes per season will be about half the cost of
the original DVD’s.

Farscape, a Jim Henson Company production, is not a show for children, despite the
presence of two animatronic characters as main cast members.  Farscape is all about
pushing the envelope viewer expectations, and animatronic characters allow for truly
alien creatures to appear and participate effectively in the story. 

The best way to describe Farscape’s central dynamic is to liken it to mismatched
castaways in a lifeboat.  None of the characters are members of a trained crew, they
never met before, do not share any similar cultural backgrounds or values, and with the
exception of one overriding objective, have very dissimilar and often conflicting goals.

The only human in this motley group is John Crichton, an IASA astronaut who
encountered a space anomaly while testing a theory and is suddenly and turbulently relocated to another universe.  As the
series begins, John Crichton in his small, unarmed experimental spacecraft is pitched into the middle of a shootout
between escaping prisoners and their escort.   After a collision with a Prowler, a small one-man fighter, Crichton is
captured by the escaping convicts in a desperate attempt to exploit any advantage with which to gain their freedom. The
convicts hope that Crichton will provide that advantage. 

I did mention they were desperate, right?

The living ship Moya is a prisoner herself, and prior to the escape attempt functioned as a prison barge. She
communicates through Pilot with whom she is symbiotically and permanently bonded.  Pilot, a neurotic lobster-like
creature, is one of the two main animatronic characters in the series.  Rygel, the second animatronic character, was
Dominar of Hyneria until being deposed and imprisoned in a coup led by his cousin.  A short, egotistical, arrogant
character always looking for an advantage, Rygel was responsible for orchestrating the prison break.  The other escaping
prisoners are the spiritual Zhaan, a beautiful blue Delvian priestess, and D’Argo, a quick-tempered, intolerant Luxan
warrior.  None of the convicts have any time to waste on the lost and overwhelmed human, and as soon as they establish
that he is of no use to them, they knock him out.  Rounding out this incompatible pack is a Prowler pilot who was
inadvertently caught up in the starburst slipstream when Moya was finally able to make her break for freedom.

The first seven episodes of Farscape contained in Starburst Edition Volume One are mainly focused on exploring and
establishing the character relationships between the various escaped prisoners while they manage to stay ahead of their
pursuers.  Flashes of brilliance are evident in these early episodes yet overall the execution is uneven, as though the
creative powers were still struggling to find their direction. The result is that while the subject matter is definitely mature
in nature, unfortunately, the implementation sometimes makes Farscape appear to resemble a children’s show.

However, even this early in the series, Farscape presents its characters with thorny dilemmas and often forces them to
come to uncomfortable decisions and to accept that their actions have long-term consequences.  Although the writers do
have their characters wrestling with difficult circumstances, they also refuse to take the show too seriously, and they do not
allow the viewer to fall into that trap either.  Farscape incorporates a totally irreverent sense of humour, cheeky and
sometimes rude, to offset the crews perilous ongoing struggle for survival.  As John Crichton says in the episode PK Tech
Girl:”I try to save a life a day, usually it’s my own.”
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All seven episodes in this DVD set are visually spectacular; the use of colour and dramatic imagery is exceptional and
the special effects and cinematography are movie quality.  The writing is complex and layered, and it must be mentioned
that the acting is very much above average.  Farscape scored a coup when they cast Claudia Black and Ben Browder in the
lead roles, and Virginia Hey imparts a playful sexuality to her character of Zhaan that is as unexpected as it is welcome.

The Special Features section includes commentaries for six of the seven episodes of this volume, hosted by an
assortment of cast, writers and directors.  The original Behind the Scenes Documentary: “Making of a Space Opera” is
included along with a new documentary “In the Beginning:  A Look Back with Brian Henson”, which contains Farscape: 
The Peacekeeper Wars references.   Fear not, the good folks at ADV have provided an unmistakable spoiler warning for
those who wish to remain unspoiled.  Cool Farscape Facts:  The Farscape Chronicles provide background for each episode
and Alien Encounters introduces the individual characters with a write up of their background and a relevant clip
highlighting an important aspect of their character.  Interestingly John Crichton, the human, is also introduced in Alien
Encounters.   Early Makeup Tests, Image Galleries, Concept Galleries and Video Profiles of the two main characters, John
Crichton and Aeryn Sun round out the many extras on this DVD.

Another welcome addition to the Starburst Volumes is the inclusion of subtitles.   Since the show was filmed in
Australia, many of the characters have accents and occasionally deliver lines with odd cadences and phrasings, so subtitles
can be useful for those occasions when the unusualness becomes overwhelming.

Taken as a whole, this DVD is well worth the price.  Visually, Farscape is a treat for the eyes, and the level of detail
that is worked into the show, whether it be the writing, acting, directing, or production design is of cinematic quality.  The
main weaknesses are those that dog any new series in finding its own distinctive voice.  Nonetheless, even the weaker
episodes have their strengths, and some episodes resonate in surprising ways long after the series has found its feet.

Story 7/10 – DVD 9/10

Reviewed by Nicola Wood of www.farscapecanada.com

Farscape Starburst Edition Season One Collection One is
available from ADV Films, Future Shop, Amazon.ca and
DVDsoon.

A Review of the New Doctor Who Series

Sylvain St-Pierre

I was in turn a little surprised, quite pleased, and somewhat apprehensive when I learned
that a Doctor Who revival was in the making.  In my personal experience, remakes of
classics tend not to come out that well.

Only time will tell whether or not this new series will stand up to the previous ones; but
if the first episode is any indication, it seems that fans will have something worthwhile to
watch on TV once again.

That there should be a new actor playing the lead role was, for any Whovian worthy of
the name, obvious and perfectly in character.  It will probably take a few episodes before
Christopher Eccleston fleshes out the personality of this ninth incarnation, but so far he
stands the comparison with such famous holders of the title as Patrick Troughton and
Sylvester McCoy.  I name those particular two amongst others because I thought I saw
something of both their style in Eccleston’s rendering.

The one surprising aspect of the personage is the rather restrained wardrobe. This is
probably the first time that the Doctor can walk down a turn-of-the-Millennium street and
not attract a second glance!  Or, perhaps, we have gotten so used at seeing unusual outfits in
real life that we don’t notice them anymore…

www.cbc.ca/doctorwho/
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The TARDIS is still stuck in police box camouflage mode, but the inside has been considerably revamped.  This too
was expected, but I was worried that the new design might be too drastic.  In the end, I think I might get to like this retro-
futuristic look.  It is not too much of a departure from the old style but shows what you can do when you have good ideas
and a decent budget for a change.

Even more than money, it is the extensive use of realistic computer effects that have brought the greatest change to the
texture of the show.  Not cheesy at all, and that might even disappoint some hard core fans…

The title of the first episode, Rose, refers to Rose Tyler, the Doctor’s mandatory new
Companion.  Actress Billie Piper does a good job of portraying a modern woman, a bit
frazzled by the prospect of zooming through time and space but with better nerves than
her boyfriend (who, admittedly, is not having an easy time himself).

Of course, it would also not be a proper Doctor Who series without some monsters
thrown in.  For the opening episode, writer Russell T. Davies has resurrected the
Autons, living plastic entities first encountered by the Third Doctor during Season Eight
in 1971.  The costumes were very well done, and some of the effects delightfully
creepy.

The script is a quite decent one. A bit slow on the takeoff but with a very honest
story, very much in the tradition that we have come to love.  Although people who have
never actually seen Doctor Who before might be a bit puzzled by what is going on.

A good deal of the attractiveness of the series for Canadian fans comes from the
British flavour, which pleasantly changes from the usual American fare.  With plenty of
London landmarks shots, including the Millennium Ferris Wheel, this first episode does
not disappoint in that regard either.

Rose was a fully contained one hour story and, judging from a listing of episodes
already broadcasted in Great Britain, it appears that all upcoming stories will be in the same format.  

For those interested in learning more about Doctor Who, past, present and future, there are many web sites in existence,

both official and fan run.  I personally recommend Outpost Gallifrey (http://www.gallifreyone.com/index.php), which

has extensive and comprehensive information on all aspects of the show.  It might be a useful source for those interested in

participating in the related CBC contest (see http://www.cbc.ca/doctorwho), in which a question is asked after each

episode.  Winner will get airfare for two to visit the closed door set of Doctor Who, 4 day/3 night accommodations in

England and $750.00 in spending money!  My answer was in less than nine minutes after the end of the show…

www.bbc.co.uk/doctorwho

Extra!

 Confusion reigned when the CBC made a mess of Part Two of Aliens of London.  The 1  part ended with ast

very Whovian cliffhanger, but the second jumped right over its resolution.  Thanks to DWIN, we now know how the
Doctor avoided being fried:   The Doctor manages to take off his electrified ID tag saying "Deadly to humans, maybe."
He puts the electrified tag into the Slitheen's collar unit which creates a short circuit that effects all the Slitheen,
including the ones terrorizing Harriet and Rose and Jackie.

Currently, the CBC is showing Episode 7: The Long Game, (May 17) Adam discovers the wonders of travelling in the
Tardis. In the far future, Satellite 5 broadcasts to the entire Earth Empire. But anyone promoted to Floor 500 is never seen again, and
the Doctor suspects mankind is being manipulated. Does Adam have what it takes to become the Time Lord's companion?

The BBC is just slightly ahead of us, showing episode 9 on May 21 :  The Empty Child.st

 David Tennant is confirmed as next season’s Doctor, Billie Piper will be back as his companion.
Besides the excellent Outpost Gallifrey recommended by Sylvain, I would add the BBC site  

  http://www.bbc.co.uk/doctorwho     and the CBC site:     http://www.cbc.ca/doctorwho/
Do participate in the MonSFFA poll:  http://groups.yahoo.com/group/MonSFFA/polls

– Editor
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THE FORGOTTEN ONES

Reviewed by Cathy Palmer-Lister

On May 7 , I had the pleasure of attending the world premiere of The Forgotten Ones, a “movie about High School, Democracy,th

and Alien Insects.”  There was quite a fanfare, with the stars arriving by limo, lots of screaming fans waiting to greet them, hucksters

selling T-shirts, and so on.  Inside the Imperial Theatre, we were welcomed by none other than Aaron Rand of Q92, who informed us

that the Imperial was sold out!  Complementary popcorn & programme books awaited us at our seats.  We were also given light wands,

and Aaron instructed us to scream and wave the wands every time an alien appeared on screen.  Sounds special?  It was very special!

The Forgotten Ones is a Summit School and Quietus Films production.  Summit is a

school for special needs students, and the movie was written by four students in their media

programme: Claudia Tamburri, Virginia Walsh, Reed McPhail, and Andrew Perez. Realizing the

potential of the script and the enthusiasm of the young actors drafted from Summit and several

other schools, Jesse Heffring of Quietus films went way beyond the call of duty to produce an SF

gem.  Various other professionals were also inspired to donate their time, thousands of dollars

worth of 35 mm film (industry standard in Hollywood), rental equipment, a full 20-person crew,

post-production facilities, etc.  According to an article that appeared in the Gazette at the time of

the wrap, May 25 , 2004, the donations were valued at $213 000! Having now seen the result ofth

all this effort, I suspect the final balance sheet will show even bigger numbers. 

And it wasn’t just the money, or the access to professionals like Oliver Xavier that made this

movie a cut out of the ordinary.  The script is very compelling, the acting superb. These students

wrote and portrayed scenes of violent bullying with a gritty realism that I found reminiscent of

Lord of the Flies by William Golding.  No blood was shed, but the flinging of paint at the heads

of the victims was scary enough.  It was hard to watch young people being so humiliated and degraded. The torturing of Arnold was

particularly cruel.  After crushing remarks aimed at totally eroding his self-esteem, the bullies leave Arnold (Jesse Camacho) alone in

the boiler room, a noose around his neck, forced to choose whether or not to end the torment by kicking the pail out from under his

feet. I was left wondering what these special needs students had themselves endured to be able to write these powerful scenes. 

Bullying is such a problem in our schools that it is very likely all the actors had suffered from some form of it at one time or another,

and they portray it very convincingly.  

The plot requires some suspension of disbelief, but I’ve seen worse plot holes in Hollywood productions.  Aliens have taken over

the world, blocked the sunlight, and shut down power sources.  Control of what’s left of the human population is maintained by

swarms of alien insects. Not nearly so frightening as Chris’ hooligans, the alien insects reminded me of cockroaches!.  A number of

students are trapped in their school, all the adults having already died trying to protect or free them.  They have cleverly rigged up a

generator for lights and even computers, but vital supplies are running out. Food is being rationed.  An adult has come with a school

bus, and as the film opens, the students are debating whether or not the driver, trapped in the bus by the insects, is still alive. (He is, but

not for much longer!)  Computer whiz, Keesha (Katherine Hagermeyer), is seeking to understand the nature of the aliens, but just as

she receives vital information that might potentially lead to the ultimate demise of the invaders, Chris (Venal Monroe) and his gang

take over control of the school.  Before the aliens can be vanquished, our heroes have to get past vindictive bullies who are out to “get”

the smartie-pants, the teachers’ pets, all the kids who made them feel small when compared to the brighter, more compliant, students. 

After the movie, the cast and crew was called to the stage to receive the plaudits of the crowd.  A very touching moment came

when Venal Tamburrie who played the bully, spoke about the special bond that Jesse Heffring had formed with the students, and how

he had brought out the best in them.  In the interview with the Gazette last year, Jesse was quoted as saying, “The film aims to address

the pain of bing rejected by society, feelings of depression that lead to despair, the comfort of friendship, and the hope that even though

the future is scary and alien, they still may find their place.”  Judging from Venal’s tribute, this aim was fulfilled, and then some..
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MonSFFAndom
Keith Braithwaite

In every issue of its fanzine, Warp, MonSFFA publishes an abridged version of the club’s recent business and activities reports,
culled from the pages of Impulse, the club’s monthly news bulletin. We call this column “MonSFFAndom.”

This time out, we cover the period November 2004-April 2005. As always, we’ll hold the monthly meeting reports until we’ve
first summarised other club news of the past six months. Let‘s begin with coverage, in the November 2004 issue of Impulse, of
another successful edition of Montreal’s only annual fan-run SF/F convention, Con•Cept, now flying solo after restructuring of the
con was completed by MonSFFA the previous year:

Two-Day Con•Cept 2004 Draws About 350 People

While the numbers have yet to be confirmed, early
estimates put attendance at this year’s Con•Cept in and around
350, cementing another success for Montreal’s only annual
SF/F convention. After three years under MonSFFA’s care as a
one-day event, Con•Cept expanded to two days this year
(November 13-14), resulting in greater out-of-town
participation. (Impulse reader’s may recall that our club was
asked to resurrect the convention after it was cancelled in 2000,
and that we met that challenge, carefully rebuilding the event
from 2001 through 2003.) The con is expected to comfortably
meet expenses and, according to one conservative assessment,
turn a profit of at least several hundred dollars.

The weekend was packed with discussion panels,
presentations, a series of amateur and independent film
screenings (including MonSFFA’s own Beavra and
MooseMan), gaming, and partying. The dealers’ room was
hopping, the art show and model competition each got their
own room this year, and the Saturday-evening masquerade
(costume competition) ballooned, more than tripling over past
years the number of entries!

Headlining guests included Stargate SG-1 actors Peter
“Apophis” Williams and Douglas “Heru’ur” Arthurs; the
creator of the new Radio-Canada fantasy TV series Grande
Ourse, Frédéric Ouellet; alternate history master Harry
Turtledove; local fantasy writer Anne Robillard, DC and
Marvel comics artist Phil Jimenez, and bédéiste Jean-Paul Eid.

Congratulations to the 2004 concom on a great weekend;
we all look forward to Con•Cept 2005.

We’ll take this opportunity to add that MonSFFA did very
well at Con•Cept 2004. We sold many DVD copies of our
various video-film projects…, a few related posters, and
several back issues of Warp, all to the tune of over $230! Our
thanks to Keith Braithwaite and Fernando Novo, who staffed
our table at the con, and to Berny Reischl, Mark Burakoff, Sv
Bell, and Wayne Glover, who helped out variously with the
sale of our merchandise.

If we can jump ahead for a moment, the December 2004
issue of Impulse included a small addendum to November’s
coverage of Con•Cept 2004:

Con•Cept 2004 by the Numbers

Number of days Con•Cept ran this year: 2. Number of

function rooms occupied by Con•Cept 2004: 9. Number of
paying customers reported by the convention registrar: 367.
Increase in paid attendance over 2003’s convention: 54.
Number of Con•Cept convention’s held since inaugural event
in 1989: 14. Number of MonSFFilms Presents DVDs
(Encounters of the Very Close Kind and MooseMan) stocked
for sale at Con•Cept 2004: 14. Number of MonSFFilms
Presents DVDs sold at Con•Cept 2004: 14. Number of
Con•Cept 2004 masquerade entries: 25!

(Editor’s note: For the final attendence data, see
http://www3.sympatico.ca/cathypl/Concept/Reg_04.html)

In addition to an open invitation to the club’s Christmas
celebrations, the November 2004 Impulse informed readers of
the release of MonSFFA’s latest short film on DVD:

MooseMan Released on DVD

MonSFFilms, the club’s film unit, officially released its
latest project on DVD at Con•Cept 2004. Designed as a movie
trailer, MooseMan spoofs the superhero genre, pitting the
unmistakably Canadian “Antlered Avenger” against super-
villains Loonie, Mad Cow, and Squirrel Girl.

MooseMan won this year’s Toronto Trek video contest,
adding to previous top honours last year (Beavra) and in 2001
(Encounters of the Very Close Kind).

Both the short and long edits of Encounters, a Blair Witch
Project parody, are included on the DVD alongside
MooseMan. Also included are MooseMan: Outtakes and the
trailer for local director Sv Bell’s upcoming feature-length
horror movie Purple Glow, the cast of which includes
MonSFFilms actors Lindsay Brown, Marc Durocher, Mark
Burakoff, Berny Reischl, and King-Wei.

We are pleased to report that the initial run of our
MooseMan/Encounters DVD sold out at Con•Cept, netting the
club a tidy profit. A second production run is planned. We also
sold a few more Beavra DVDs, bringing total sales revenue
since its summer release close to $400.

Beavra, chock-full of extras, sells for $15, the new
MooseMan/Encounters for $10. 

That second run of the MooseMan/Encounters DVD
package was, indeed, produced, and soon sold out as well.
Both the Beavra and MooseMan/Encounters DVDs are still
available from MonSFFA; inquire at the club’s Web site:
www.MonSFFA.com
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The December 2004 Impulse listed MonSFFA’s monthly
meeting dates for the coming year while reporting that the club
had renewed its meeting space contract, managing “to hold the
line on price” thanks to the efforts of MonSFFA negotiator
Keith Braithwaite. Also on the horizon were the club’s annual
elections, traditionally held at the top of the first meeting of a
new year. Election procedures were dutifully outlined:

2005 Club Elections

The club’s election of its 2005 Executive Committee will
take place at our January 23 meeting. The vote is expected to
take no more than 15 minutes and all club members are
encouraged to participate.

MonSFFA elects annually a president, vice-president, and
treasurer—who together form the Executive Committee—and
charges them with the responsibility of running the club on
behalf of the membership. The Executive recruits advisors and
appoints officers to assist them in carrying out this
responsibility. The current members of the Executive are:
Berny Reischl, president; Sebastien Mineau, vice-president;
Sylvain St-Pierre, treasurer.

Any full MonSFFA member in good standing who is
responsibly and reliably able to carry out the duties of office
may run for any one of the Executive posts. Candidates may
nominate themselves or accept nomination from another full
member in good standing. Nominations are received by the
chief returning officer, or CRO, up until shortly before the
commencement of voting on election day. As he has for the
past several years, Keith Braithwaite (a former club president)
will serve as CRO.…

All full MonSFFA members in good standing are eligible
to cast a ballot. Members are asked to be present at the
designated place and time in order to exercise their right to
vote. Proxy voting is not permitted.

Impulse closed 2004 with the club’s seasonal wishes to its
members and friends for “a Very Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year.”

The January 2005 Impulse sported a new look:

New Look for Impulse

Our regular readers will have noticed a few changes to the
look of Impulse as we kick off the year. We’ve decided to
tweak the news bulletin’s layout a bit and thought the first
issue of 2005 the ideal moment to introduce the first of a
number of planned changes to be implemented over the coming
few months.

These changes are designed to freshen up the publication a
little, simplify things while freeing up just a bit more space for
text and the occasional photo.

We’ve also begun bilingualizing those fixed sections of
the news bulletin (masthead, membership application form,
etc.).

We expect to have completed our redesign by no later than
April.

The issue led with coverage of the club’s 2004 Christmas
dinner and party:

Christmas Celebrations

MonSFFA held its 2004 Christmas celebrations on a
blustery Saturday evening, December 4. Our members and
friends occupied several large tables at the downtown Alouette
Steak House then post-dinner, moved to our traditional holiday
watering hole, the Park Place Bar, to party.

The bar’s back-room pool table was, as usual, quickly
seized by a number of the “sharks” in our group while those of
us gathered in the main room enjoyed conversation over drinks
or played a little pinball, all to a soundtrack prepared for the
occasion by party organizer Keith Braithwaite. A
demonstration of “holiday gift-wrapping techniques” was
staged by a few of the ladies no doubt topping Santa’s
“Naughty” list, who duct-taped our vice-president to a pole!

Party-goers each took home a present or two by evening’s
end as the result of a particularly prize-packed raffle, and we
are pleased to report that three Santa-sized sacks of non-
perishable food items and children’s toys were collected for
donation to Sun Youth’s annual Christmas Basket Drive.

We trust that all of our members and their families and
friends enjoyed the very best of the festive season.

Our thanks to Berny Reischl and Keith Braithwaite, who
organized the dinner and party, respectively, and to Heather,
our Park Place hostess, who warmly welcomed us, as always.

The club’s election procedures were reiterated, and a new
policy outlined regarding the operation of our snack table at
monthly meetings:

Snack Table Policy

Having installed new carpets in our St-François and other
function rooms, the Days Inn has asked us to take particular
care against drink spillage in the room and snack-table crumbs
getting into the carpet. We are told that St-François often
needed specialized cleaning following our meetings, at
additional cost to the hotel.

Note that hotels very rarely allow in their function rooms
the serving of any but the food and drink their in-house
catering service provides. That MonSFFA is permitted its own
snack table during its meetings is testament to the excellent
relationship we have developed over the years with the Days
Inn.

And so, we have enacted a policy of limiting snack items
to bite-sized portions—small cookies, Timbits, that sort of
thing are okay; slices of pie or cake served on paper plates are
not. We ask members to use common sense when selecting
treats for meetings. Anything likely to produce an excess of
crumbs, such as potato chips, or leave a sticky residue, such as
jelly-filled snack rolls, should be avoided. Also, we ask that
members pour themselves soft drinks at the snack table, that
they not fill their cups to the brim, and that they recap the
bottle after having served themselves.
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As an additional measure, we will lay a cover sheet on the
floor around the snack table to catch any falling crumbs and
keep them from getting into the carpet.

Also included was an interesting note on MonSFFA’s
popular Godzilla spoof, Beavra:

Beavra “Polished and Hilarious” Writes Historian

MonSFFA’s award-winning short film Beavra has
been described as “polished and hilarious” by an associate
professor of history at the University of Kansas!

William Tsutsui, the said professor and a life-long
Godzilla fan, reflects upon “50 years of the King of Monsters”
in his recently published book Godzilla on My Mind, which
critics are praising as a vivid, fact-filled, entertaining blend of
impeccable scholarship and witty writing, “a labour of love.”
Tsutsui delves into everything Godzilla, from the creation of
the original film and the global phenomenon that resulted to
issues of nuclear disarmament and the merchandizing of one of
the world’s most recognizable pop culture icons.

MonSFFen may be particularly interested in Tsutsui’s
thoughts on kaiju eiga (monster film) fans and their
conventions. In the course of researching his book, he attended
G-FEST X in the summer of 2003. As readers of Impulse may
recall, this was the same con at which MonSFFA’s Beavra was
screened, fresh from its video contest-winning triumph at
Toronto Trek 17. Tsutsui pegged the Saturday evening
“Costume Parade” and video contest as the highlights of G-
FEST. Here is what he writes regarding the video contest:

The amateur videos were real crowd-
pleasers, from the elaborate stop-action send-
up of Minilla’s cowardice and some
homemade tapes of toy monsters slugging it
out in a sandbox to the polished and hilarious
“Beavra,” which gently parodied the people
and customs of the Great White North.

Cool!

Godzilla on My Mind is published by Palgrave Macmillan
and retails in Canada for $18.95.

(FYI: Minilla is the squeaky-voiced, annoyingly cute son
of Godzilla, introduced in 1967, explains Tsutsui, as “an
entirely cynical appeal to the kiddie market.”)

February’s Impulse reported on the results of January’s
elections, including the expansion of the executive to include a
second vice-president:

Membership Approves a Second VP for 2005

MonSFFA added a second vice-president to its executive
this year in a move not without precedent (during the club’s
early years, Keith Braithwaite and Capucine Plourde shared
vice-presidential duties for a time).

The first MonSFFA meeting of 2005, on January 23, held
with our practice of electing the club’s Executive Committee
for the coming year at the first meeting of that year. We are
pleased to report that last year’s executive was returned to

office unopposed, and that the addition of Lindsay Brown to
the executive ranks as a second vice-president was
enthusiastically approved by the voting membership. She will
share duties with returning VP Sebastien Mineau, who
cautioned that he would not likely have as much time to devote
to the job this year. Berny Reischl enters his fifth year as
MonSFFA’s top executive, becoming the longest serving
president in club history. And back for what he expects will be
his final term as treasurer is Sylvain St-Pierre, who has held the
post for more than a decade.

With confidence, we welcome our 2005 expanded
executive to office.

The issue also made mention of Anticipation, the
2009 Montreal WorldCon bid, having set up its official
Web site: www.anticipationsf.ca

March saw Impulse announce the awarding of four
Toronto Trek 19 weekend passes by random draw:

Winners of Toronto Trek Weekend Passes

As a result of MooseMan’s win at last year’s Toronto Trek
Video Contest, MonSFFA received four complimentary
weekend passes to this year’s Toronto Trek convention (July
15-17), each valued at over $50. We awarded these passes by
random draw from two lists, the first of MooseMan’s cast and
crew, the second a roster of the club’s membership. The draw
was conducted in the presence of club members attending a
February 13 BoA (Board of Advisors) meeting.

We are pleased to announce our lucky winners: Stephen
Toy and Fran Quesnel (MooseMan list), and John Dupuis and
Dave Legault (MonSFFA list). Enjoy the convention!

Toronto Trek is an annual fan-run regional SF/F
convention typically featuring a number of genre TV and film
stars as headlining guests. It is held in Toronto, as its name
suggests, usually in July.

A number of returned letters caused some confusion
early in the year; the March issue explained:

P.O. Box Glitch

Last month a couple club members contacted us to report
that correspondence they had sent the club was returned,
marked as undeliverable, the post office indicating that our
P.O. box had been closed.

Please be advised that MonSFFA’s post office box is not
closed! We have been receiving and continue to receive mail
daily.

Canada Post no doubt makes mistakes from time to time
with regard to the sorting of mail and the occasional returned
letter is not unheard of. However, that several where returned
within weeks of each other seemed a tad unusual to us. And so,
as a test of the system, we mailed a few letters to our own
address. All arrived without delay. Further, in at least one case,
the correspondence originally returned was mailed to us a
second time and got through unimpeded. We can only conclude
from all this that a postal worker, or workers, somewhere along
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the line made a few errors and that the correspondence in
question should not have been returned.

We regret any inconvenience this incident may have
caused our members and friends.…

Capping the March 2005 issue were several brief notes on
recent club-related business and news, including that the club
had received and in turn awarded to a number of MonSFFen
several complimentary movie premiere passes to the animated
film Robots.

The April 2005 Impulse announced that the club had
secured a group-rate discount on pre-registrations for Toronto
Trek 19, the upcoming installment of this popular regional
media SF/F convention. A minimum 10 people were required
to qualify for the discount and the details of signing on and
payment were outlined for MonSFFen wishing to take
advantage. We subsequently met the minimum and our
members enjoyed a saving of roughly 10 percent.

News in April included MooseMan’s possible inclusion in
the Fantasia Film Festival program:

MooseMan at Fantasia?

For the second time in as many years, MonSFFA has been
invited to submit a short film to the acclaimed Fantasia Film
Festival, unspooling in July. Beavra screened twice at Fantasia
last year and this year, MooseMan has attracted the interest of
the festival’s programmers for possible inclusion in the
“Square Jaw Theatre” segment, a series of superhero-themed
shorts.…

And, a reminder was issued to members that a MonSFFA
Message Board had been set up:

MonSFFA Message Board

MonSFFA president Berny Reischl reminds club members
that a MonSFFA message board has been set up and is now in
operation: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/MonSFFA/ Open to
all MonSFFen, this board is designed as a means of passing
along news of interest to the club and exchanging information
regarding various outside-of-meeting activities and events.

The board is moderated and members are expected to play
nice, and to respect that the board exists as an avenue for
MonSFFA-related business, not as a general sci-fi, fannish, or
other discussion group. Also, please do not post images, video
or music files; rather, if you must, post links to such things.

To subscribe to our message board, e-mail: 

MonSFFA-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

To post a message:

MonSFFA@yahoogroups.com

To contact the list owner:

MonSFFA-owner@yahoogroups.com

To unsubscribe:

MonSFFA-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Other items of note included the club’s acquiring of a

handful of “run-of-engagement” passes for Sin City, to be
distributed to members, and mention of a recent local
newspaper article:

We were pleased to see our club’s amateur film projects
favourably mentioned in a Saturday Gazette feature article on
fan films (Pop Culture section, March 19). MonSFFilms’ Keith
Braithwaite was interviewed for the piece, offering his personal
philosophy on the topic.…

There was also a quick word on the club’s plans for a
video project in 2005:

Our MonSFFilms unit met recently to select the club’s
next video-film project. Reviewing a number of ideas and
treatments, the group decided to green-light three short-film
projects for production in 2005…. The group expects, too, that
work can begin on a number of ambitious, long-form projects
by year’s end.

And thus are we left with the monthly meeting reports,
presented in chronological order, October 2004 through
March 2005. The first is, in fact, an outing in place of the usual
monthly meeting:

October MonSFFA Outing

In lieu of our usual meeting in October (the function space
was unavailable to us), we opted for a relaxing afternoon of
bowling. Some 15 or so MonSFFen and friends met at the
Legends of the Forum Bowling Alley (AMC Pepsi Forum) on
Sunday the 17th for a casual afternoon of conversation
interrupted regularly by the requirement of hurling one’s balls
down a polished wooden track. A good time was had by all,
followed by dinner at the Legends restaurant downstairs.

Thanks to club president Berny Reischl for organizing the
event.

November MonSFFA Meeting

Our last meeting of 2004 was held on November 21 and
offered a presentation on the so-called “invisible art” of
cinematic matte painting, followed by a visit from a few local
members of Canadian Stargate costuming club, SG-25 (several
of whom also happen to be MonSFFA members). About two
dozen MonSFFen were in attendance.

Keith Braithwaite began with a slide show-style
presentation on matte painting, detailing the process in which
paintings are seamlessly composited with live-action film
footage to create the bygone vistas of historical epics and the
fantastical sci-fi settings of so many of our favourite movies.
Showing examples of the craft, Keith took his audience
through the evolution of the process, from the “glass paintings”
of cinema’s earliest days to the digital matte paintings of the
modern special effects era.

Matte paintings are utilized especially in films which
require settings that do not exist (science fiction and fantasy
adventures) or no longer exist (period dramas). But the
technique is often used in conventional movies simply as a
means of creating a scene quickly and inexpensively when the
cost of building a full-scale set or shooting on location would
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be prohibitive, or when practical considerations prevent so
doing.

Keith included a quick game in his presentation; audience
members were shown a series of stills, from various movies, in
which matte paintings were employed and challenged to
identify the films in question. Keith then further challenged the
group to discern what was real and what was the painting.

Following the mid-meeting break and raffle, MonSFFan
Ernst-Udo Peters took the floor to introduce his fellow
MonSFFen to SG-25, the Canadian branch of U.S.-based SG-
Command, a “Stargate SG-1 props and costuming” club
operating primarily on the Internet. On hand were several local
members of SG-25, including MonSFFA members Theresa
Penalba and Wayne Glover.

Ernst and crew had brought in a variety of their Stargate
costumes and props, along with a few collectibles from the
popular TV series. They detailed the different uniforms and
accessories worn by SG team members, based on actual
military dress (a typical club member’s costume is assembled
from army surplus-store merchandise), stressing that the idea is
to have fun with the whole thing more so than to accurately
recreate costumes from the show. 

Much like Star Wars fans and Klingons, SG-25 members
gather at SF/F conventions, at which they dress the part.

There are currently about two dozen SG-25 team members
across Canada, most of them right here in Québec. For more
information on Stargate costuming, including the activities of
SG-25, surf to: sg-command.net

We thank the SG-25 team, along with Keith Braithwaite,
for this month’s programming, and we thank our usual
MonSFFA crew for planning and putting on this meeting.

January MonSFFA Meeting

Held on Sunday, the 23rd, our first meeting of the year
began with the election of the club’s 2005 Executive
Committee…. We moved, then, to the first presentation of the
afternoon, hosted by Lindsay Brown, a decorated member of
the Legion of the Anvil of Calamity. Her topic: evil!

As her underlings handed out work sheets and screened an
elucidatory slideshow during her presentation, our very own
Abominable Empress of the Anti-Claus outlined for her class
of evil wannabes just exactly “How to be a Villain,” beginning
with the selection of an appropriate evil name. Come up with a
sinister monicker “worthy of your destructive tendencies,” she
instructed, a name that signals immediately to the cowering
masses just what evil it is that you do.

Marketing oneself as evil was next, this being the
development of a slogan, logo, or trademark gesture (such as
an evil laugh) that helps “brand” one as an evildoer to be
feared.

Hardware such as books of evil, unholy relics, voodoo
dolls, black helicopters, secret death rays, and doomsday
devices are a must when plotting to destroy the world, among
other nefarious schemes. Politics was highlighted as a

particularly effective means of promoting universal suffering!
And it’s all about the bringing of pain and suffering—lots of
it!—emphasized the Wedgie Witch of the SS, now our club’s
number-two VP.

Whether choosing a career as a criminal mastermind, mad
scientist, or corporate bastard à la Montgomery Burns, she
continued, one requires a base of operations and a crew of
henchmen, as anyone familiar with James Bond’s many
megalomaniacal adversaries will know. Check the real estate
listings for medieval castles, haunted forests, ancient tombs,
corporate towers, or secret mountain hideouts. Renovate,
adding a Pit of Doom, basic to any evil lair no matter how
informal. An orbiting space station can provide the added
benefit of keeping your operation well out of the reach of under
funded do-gooders while a giant airship might serve as a
mobile command post. Employ thugs, ninjas, robots, mutants,
the undead, or lawyers as henchmen. Animal minions or
winged monkeys and other supernatural beasts make excellent
scouts. Consider a stern schoolteacher—humourless and
authoritarian—if the need for a particularly sadistic operative is
required. Also, remember that truth which children have long
known: clowns are evil!

There were tips on fearsome fashion, centering on black as
the standard colour of the evil uniform. Dominatrix-style
leather outfits, wizard/sorceress robes, and dark-toned business
suits were among the variations on the theme. A list of
accessories included battle armour, a robotic exoskeleton, a
brain-in-a-jar, gloves, masks, and capes (cool looking but not
recommended as one is inevitably tripped up by a cape at the
most inopportune moment).

The heroic Defender of Justice is perhaps the most
challenging of the many champions of goodness that must be
thwarted on your highway to hell, admonished the Supreme
Sorceress of the Laxative Mickey. This guy will actively
pursue you and, frustratingly, always seems to escape any
excruciatingly slow death traps you may set for him. Thus, he
must be captured and dispatched without delay, lest he foil
your evil plans. The Angry Cool Guy—distinguished by a
uniform similar to your own and a three-day growth of
beard—and the saucy Vixen—scantily clad but still a serious
threat—are not to be underestimated. Try throwing the Vixen
into the path of the Angry Cool Guy. The sexual tension sure to
explode between them may provide the distraction you need to
organize an ambush. A formidable opponent of female
evildoers is the handsome Swashbuckler, a true swordsman,
skilled in both the art of war and romance. Do not allow
yourself to be distracted by him, ladies, in that he fights with
the fury of a hundred men. Send in a hundred and one. And
gentlemen, the flipside of the Swashbuckler is the Warrior
Woman. She’s not going to sleep with you so don’t waste your
time. Send in your goons, sit back, and watch the fun.

Some of SF/F and horror’s most heinous
villains—Lovecraft’s Old Ones, Dracula, Darth Vader,
Michael Meyers, Hannibal Lecter, Squirrel Girl (!)—served to
illustrate this or that assertion during the course of the
presentation.
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Gord Morrow                  –cpl

The Dark Mistress of the Novelty Electric Hand-Buzzer
wrapped things up by reminiscing with audience members on
memorable “evil” pranks perpetrated over the years.

Berny Reischl was up following the mid-meeting break,
offering a tutorial on Adobe’s Photoshop software.

Wielding his digital camera, Berny first snapped a few
photos of volunteer Keith Braithwaite and downloaded these to
his laptop. Opening the snapshots in Photoshop, he began
demonstrating the capabilities of this powerful image
manipulation program.

His audience watching on a large TV monitor, Berny
worked through a number of quick exercises, including the
visual removal of the background against which subject Keith
stood and the changing of the colour of Keith’s sweater from
dark blue to bright red. In showing the group the various tools
with which Photoshop is equipped, Berny tilted and resized his
subject, distorted perspective, adjusted colour values, and
sharpened or blurred details. He applied a number of filters
which rendered his subject as if, for example, a stained-glass
window or a wavy reflection in a shallow pool of water. An
example of photo retouching, commonly utilized in the
advertising industry, saw Berny “remove” a few wrinkles
from Keith’s face. The superimposing of text on an image,
and the manipulation of same, was covered as well.

As he worked, Berny demystified some of the
terms with which laypersons are unfamiliar. For
instance, he explained the important difference
between CMYK and RGB, the former to be selected
when creating an image for print, the later when an
image is designed to be displayed on screen, as on a
Web site. By the end of the afternoon, such jargon as
levels, layers, masks, bitmap and vector graphics were
no longer quite so Greek to the audience.

In a final exercise, Berny took a
few minutes to amalgamate a picture
of an ewok with his photo of Keith.
Positioning Keith’s bearded mug
over the ewok’s fuzzy face, Berny
deftly erased areas of the Keith
photo, allowing parts of the ewok
picture underneath to be revealed,
effectively blending the two
likenesses. The result is a portrait of
an ewok that looks an awful lot like
Keith!

Berny’s demonstration also touched briefly on the graphic
arts application Illustrator, a companion to Photoshop.

To all who put this meeting together, MonSFFA’s thanks.

February MonSFFA Meeting Welcomes Guest Speakers

Between 25 and 30 MonSFFen welcomed two guest
speakers to the club’s February 20 meeting, the first a locally-
based SF/F writer, the second a 3D and Visual Effects
Application Specialist at Discreet Canada.

The prolific author of a number of novels, both fantasy and
science fiction, Gord Morrow is a self-taught writer whose
passion for writing stems from a life-long love of books. He
opened our meeting with a
reading from his novel Dead
Magician’s Club—Volume 1:
Maps, the first in an ongoing
fantasy series that audience
members noted includes more
than a few sly nods to such
role -p laying games  as
Dungeons and Dragons. An
avid gamer in earlier years,
Gord explained that he enjoyed
dropping various gaming
references into his first
published novel. Taking

questions
from the audience, he spoke of the origins
of some of his ideas, outlined the politics
and geography of the imagined world in
which his characters live their adventures,
and discussed the process of creating his
protagonists, which occasionally sees him
work the attributes of close friends into
the fictional persona.

Our usual mid-meeting break allowed
for the meeting’s raffle and a number of
announcements of interest to members.

We then welcomed Louis Marcoux to the
podium for a demonstration of the 3D
modeling/animation and compositing software
offered by one of the leading innovators in the
field, Discreet Canada (formerly Discreet Logic).
Louis posited that Canada is something of a
Mecca for CGI development, suggesting tongue-
in-cheek that because of our long, cold winters,
Canadian programmers find themselves

spending a lot of time indoors tinkering on their computers and
coming up with all kinds of revolutionary software.

Many of the biggest effects movies of recent years—the
Lord of the Rings, Matrix, and Spider-Man films, X2: X-Men
United, Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow, Star Trek:
Nemesis, Minority Report, The Day After Tomorrow—utilized
Discreet product in the creation of the their spectacular visual
effects. Discreet’s acclaimed industry-leading 3ds max
modeling and animation application has been employed by the
3D gaming industry in such titles as Halo, Quake, and Myst III.

Louis began with a demonstration of 3ds max, described in
Discreet’s press releases as “the preferred 3D production
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solution for top artists and
designers worldwide.” In a matter
of minutes, Louis shaped and
stretched 3ds max’s building
blocks, called polygons, into a
rudimentary winged spaceship as
his rapt audience watched on the
large screen positioned at the front
of the room. What a traditional
sculptor does with clay, the modern
digital artist does with polygons.

Louis then called up an
example of what a skilled digital
artist can produce in hours rather
than minutes: a virtual model of an automobile,
indistinguishable from the real thing! This virtual vehicle, he
continued, was used in a recent TV commercial that sees the
advertised car divide, like a cell, into several copies of itself.
These clones head off in all directions, driving along city
streets to a dance-club beat until they converge at an
intersection and, as the ad concludes, combine to once again
become the original vehicle. 3ds max was used to create the
digital version of the car, as well as to animate the splitting of
the vehicle into its copies and their amalgamation at the end of
the spot.

The facility of Discreet software was further showcased:
creating and animating hundreds of digital actors, and
assigning to them, either individually or in groups, various
actions (storming a castle as attacking soldiers, for example, à
la Lord of the Rings); the rendering of realistic “particle
effects” like dust, fire, and smoke; and the flawless melding of
CGI with live-action. (Club members may be interested to
know that MonSFFilms CGI artist John Matthias relied upon
an earlier version of Discreet’s combustion software to match
live-action camera motion with virtual, and composite his
digital flying saucer with the live-action footage shot for our
award-winning short film Encounters of the Very Close Kind).

Louis closed his presentation with the screening of a demo
reel highlighting some of the films and TV commercials
produced in the past year using Discreet software.

A special thank-you to our guests, Gord Morrow and Louis
Marcoux, who gave great panel. And thanks, of course, to
those MonSFFen who planned and ran this meeting,
particularly Berny Reischl and Tamu Townsend, who arranged
for our guest speakers.

March MonSFFA Meeting

MonSFFA’s March 20 meeting opened with a spirited
discussion of both SF for kids, and kids as portrayed in SF.
Panelists Joe Aspler, his teenaged son John, and Leslie Lupien
spoke of what they found to be a dearth of science fiction
books for children these days. Most of what’s on shelves is
fantasy. The most popular book series aimed at the young boys
of earlier generations were the Tom Swift adventures,
somewhat stilted though they were, while Robert A. Heinlein’s
“juveniles” are among the best SF written for children. A few

audience members recalled growing up on what is considered
adult-market SF, suggesting that a large measure of general
science fiction is entirely accessible to younger readers.
Another view expressed during one of several healthy
exchanges with audience members was that the genre often
writes kids as “tiny adults,” wise beyond their years, leaving
the young characters wanting of a certain emotional realism.

Similarly, the treatment of sci-fi’s kids on the screen offers
a lot of Wesley Crusher types—saviours of the day by way of
some brilliant school science project or like plot device that
ultimately proves them smarter than their parents. On the other
hand, there are examples of scripted children who have been
well drawn and ring true: the two kids in the first Jurassic Park
movie, Aliens’ Newt, and the youngsters in the short-lived
science fiction TV series Earth 2.

The meeting continued with a visit from members of
L’Alliance impériale, a local Star Wars costumer’s group.
MonSFFen Sebastien Mineau and Ernst-Udo Peters are also
members of this crew, and steered the presentation.

The Québec-based club is essentially a collective of mostly
French-speaking Star Wars fans who celebrate their favourite
sci-fi film series through the craft of costuming. While some
groups of this kind favour master-grade costumers, L’Alliance
welcomes all skill levels. Members swap ideas and volunteer
costuming tips to each other. They regularly assemble at SF/F
conventions or Star Wars events, donning their costumes to the
delight of photographers. Some of the group’s best work can be
seen in locally produced Star Wars fan films.

Louis Marcoux       –cpl 

– Gabriel Dupont

L’Alliance impériale                      – Charles Mohapel
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The various homemade
lightsabres, helmets, and
armour displayed for our
a p p r e c i a t i o n  w e r e
rep resen ta t ive  o f  t he
p a r t i c u l a r l y  f i n e
craftsmanship of Alliance
members.

The meeting wrapped
with a Hidden Gems/Second Chances screening of a segment
of one of Disney’s space specials, first telecast in the mid-
1950s. More than a decade before the Apollo 11 moonshot,
Disney inspired a generation to look to the stars with a series of

TV shows envisioning man’s conquest of space. These
documentaries were hosted by the real rocket scientists of those
days, including Werner von Braun.

The wonderfully realized sequence shown employed
actors, full-scale sets, and miniatures to presciently simulate a
dramatic trip to the moon. The model work was superior and
one can certainly understand how such a show engendered
public excitement about space travel.

These programs are collected in the hard-to-find
Tomorrowland DVD package.

Our thanks to all who put this meeting together.

MAY 22 2:00 PM - HEATHER DALE IN CONCERT,
Montreal, QC Indigo (McGill College location)  FREE Also at
8:30 PM, CAFE ROMOLO, 272 Bernard St W
Pay-what-you-can       www.heatherdale.com

MAY 27-29 – ANIME
NORTH 2005 ,  Toronto
Congress Centre and Doubletree
International Plaza Hotel,

Toronto, ON. Guests include Carl Macek. & Sanada Asami
Memberships: C$45/US$36, other rates available.
www.animenorth.org

MAY 28&29 - TORONTO COMIC
ARTS FESTIVAL, Location TBA,
Toronto, ON. Guests: Jeff Smith, Chester
Brown, Seth, Darwyn Cooke, James Jean,

Gary Panter, &  many more  www.torontocomics.com/tcaf 

JUNE 3-5CANADIAN ARTS &
CARTOONING EXPO, Best Western
Victoria Park Suites Hotel, Ottawa, ON.

SF arts convention. Guests: Jo Walton, Cara Mitten. $35 until
May 6, $40 at the door.   www.c-ace.org  

JULY 1-4 – WESTERCON 58: DUE NORTH,
Westin Hotel, Calgary, AB. Regional SF
convention. Guests: Dave Duncan, S.M. Stirling,
Mark J. Ferrari, David Hartwell, & many more 
www.calgaryin2005.org

JULY 15-17 – TORONTO TREK 19, Doubletree
International Plaza Hotel, Toronto, ON Guests:
Rene Auberjonois, Corin Nemec, Katee Sackhof. &
more. Memberships: $55 until June 1 $65 at the
door, other rates available.  www.tcon.ca 

JULY 15-17 – GARDEN CITY ANIME
FESTIVAL Quality Hotel Parkway
Convention, St. Catharines, ON

 Guest: Les Major
www.geocities.com/aaproductionsinc/convention.html 

JULY 23 – NORTHERN ANIME FESTIVAL
2005, Durham College and UOIT, Oshawa, ON.
Anime convention. Guests: Samantha Inoue
Harte, Brianne Siddall, Les Major, Scott
Ramsoomair. Memberships: $17 pre-registration,

$18.15 online pre-registration, $20 at the door. For more
information, www.northernanime.ca 

DVD PASSION ST-BRUNO 5% off  on all White sticker
p r i c e  ( P r o m e n a d e  S t - B r u n o  e n t r a n c e  # 2 )
http://www.dvdpassion.ca/ 

KOMICO 10% off on new issues, 15% off on back issues

LEGENDS ACTION FIGURES 10% off all merchandise
(7104 St-Hubert) http://www.legendsactionfigures.com/

MÉLANGE MAGIQUE 15% off all merchandise (1928
St-Catherine west) http://www.themagicalblend.com/

MILLENIUM COMICS 15% off all merchandise (451
Marriane-est)   http://www.libmillenium.com/

Helmet       – Charles Mohapel

Upcoming Conventions & Events!

USE YOUR MONSFFA MEMBERSHIP CARD TO OBTAIN DISCOUNTS AT THESE FINE STORES!
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Montreal Science Fiction and Fantasy
Association (MonSFFA)

l' Association montréalaise de science-
fiction et de fantastique (AMonSFF)

Membership Application Form Formulaire d’adhesion 

                                                                                
Name

                                                                                
Street Apt. #

                                                                                
City Prov. Postal Code

                                                                                 
Telephone:

                                                                                 
e-mail:

Interests:

� Science fiction                                                 
� Fantasy                                                             
� Horror                                                              
� Movies/TV                                                       
� Writing                                                             
� Art                                                                    
� Gaming                                                             
� Others                                                               
                   _______________________________
                                                                                  

                                                                                   
Nom

                                                                                  
Rue App. #

                                                                                   
Ville Prov.          Code postal

                                                                                        
Téléphone:

                                                                                    
Courriel

Intérêts personnels:

� Science fiction                                                    
� Fantastique                                                          
� Horreur                                                                
� Films/Télé                                                            
� Écriture                                                                
� Art                                                                        
� Jeux de rôles                                                        
� Autres                                                                    

          _________________________________
                                                                                  

Please send cheque or money order in the amount
of 25$ to:

MonSFFA
PO Box 1186 Place du Parc

Montréal, Québec
H2X 4A7

Veuillez parvenir un chèque ou un mandat-postal,
au montant de 25$:

AmonSFF
CP 1186, Place du Parc

Montréal, Québec
H2X 4A7

Occasionally, we are approached by other fan clubs or
fan-run conventions interested in soliciting our
members.  Please indicate whether or not you give
your permission to pass on the information contained
in this application.

Yes �     No �

À l'occasion, d'autres clubs et congrès amateurs
désirent se faire connaître de nos membres. Veuillez
nous faire savoir si vous acceptez que les informations
contenues dans cette inscription leurs soient
communiquées.

Oui �     Non �


